
I have been with 3DX since November 2017, and AChat has better poses, as they all have sub-poses with each pose. My account expires in 3DX in a few day, I will not be 
re-newing my 3DX account as I prefer being in AChat.

I absolutely love the dancing and socializing I have found. Sex is just the icing on the cake. Seduction and teasing is extremely important to sex for it to good. Thank you
please develop nipple sucking/licking poses, at least for standard/realistic breast sizes. I am ok with a constraint on my breast size if needed to enjoy nipple sucking/licking 
poses.
Disconnect can be very frustrating.
I d love to have more clothes for role play... many culture (kimono, chic European, arabic...) and many eras (romans, middle age, rennaissance,...)
Thanks for the game I love it :)

happy with 3dx regular updates and features added. I expect some bugs and disconnects. 50 people in one room all synced in real time from all over the world. gotta love it

The game has moved away from being a sex game and is more about room building and dj's
I do love 3DX, it is like nothing in the world. I am afraid that frustration is truly diminishing people's experiences in this game. The project seems to have reached it's limit of 
growth with the resources at hand. New developers probably ought to be added. The management has done a great job choosing the parameters of the game, but customer 
support and things like bans are demoralizing the players and their input is what makes the game fun. Always support independent designers, room moderators, player 
groups, and party hosts. These are the people who make 3DX Chat work.
Hot keys that trigger cum/moans should not take my typing focus out of the chatbox. They should also work when the interface is hidden for taking pictures. Chatbox should 
always be active (or "have focus") when I'm trying to type with anything other than the cum/moan hotkeys.
4/5 love editor
dislike not having decent skirts, not being able to rotate/import textures
I find that I loose the sense of emersion into the game, when I can not quickly edit my typing in the chat box. It ruins the moment. I feel that there is significant amount of lag 
in the game.

It would also be nice if there was more kissing included in h=the current poses. It would also be a great help for builders if we could have an auto response when in editor.

3DX would lose a lot of people if there was a comparative game out
I note a lot of comments in the forum wanting features like "monetising" and "in game video". I wish these people would just go back to rlc or achat if they love the "give me 
gifts" so much. I am concerned any pose editor would lead to a profusion of badly made poses very much like the "user build" locations. Cheap and shoddy. And probably 
overwhelmingly "nasty". I would like the design team to get back to the basic concept of high quality design. I want that cinematic experience delivered in all aspects of the 
game. hair, lips, clothes, locations, etc IF it is not maintained and delivered it becomes just a different version of achat. Wooden, awkward, cold.
More emphasis on quality, quality and more quality. ALL the recent updates have been totally disappointing in the choice of what had been added and also the quality of the 
items. For example the hair styles recently added are numerous BUT mostly ridiculous in look and fit like bad wigs, but even worse, the colour slider does NOT allow to get 
the subtle soft gloss sheen that was a superb style effect available on the early hair do. Now the slider allows the choice to do three shades BUT all flat / grey effect. A joke 
really as the quality of the play experience goes downhill with every update. Same for stockings. When I first chose to leave utherverse and subscribe to 3DX it was for the 
high quality, like the black nylon sheer stockings with the soft gloss sheen, perfect. BUT since the ridiculous updates these stockings are now NOT a glamorous black but a 
vapid grey ... yuk! unsexy, unkempt, unwearable.But hey we now have dozens and dozens of "joke" stockings in hoops and wool and torn and 7 shades of ill matched lace. 
Useless.
Same issue with the collars. FOUR collars made available "bitch" "whore" "slut".... WHY? for immature adolescent male fantasy for ghetto whore. IF i want a collar i want it 
to say.. "DIVA" "SEX" "BABE" why is this not obvious to the design team? maybe their mind set is for a focus group of depraved immature porn addicts who never flirt and 
only "cold".
Poses keep getting added that detract from my prefered sexy glamour desires. Why add face slapping, ass licking, throat strangling, crazy acrobat anal sex? NO thanks... yuk! 
When I check the inventory of poses thru Achat, I am confused just how 3DX makes its choices on what to add in updates, especially as they are so limited in making 
additions.
I want several more General Locations. High quality, professionally designed and constructed locations. When I chose to leave rlc for 3DX it was the cinematic feel of 
"Beach" "yacht" "Fresco" that made me want to subscribe. The immersive high quality experience of light and textures was transformational. This is now totally lost and 
devoid of value with the total profusion of "home made" looks-like-lego-with-cheap-garish-colour user build locations. I generally HATE these places and just jump in and 
straight back out, they feel so ridiculous, just as if I was back in rlc. There are some amazing designers, Thamea, Ximez and some others, BUT for the rest, to me it spoils my 
experience and I have little interest to interact in environments that look like bargain basement pirate copy of rlc. I would really appreciate several more cinematic high 
quality General Locations.
Most of the dance moves added (and there have been a dozen or more) are designed it seems for ONE particular niche setting only. 15 dance mooves for "hosted" techno 
clubs with resident dancers on stage strutting and posing in unison. NONE of the recent dance moves added are for partner interaction like a club where you flirt and engage 
with sexy chat whilst you share the space with someone. Why are all these whims and fancies of "club owners" for exhibition dance moves worked on and added yet nothing 
for the "bachelorette on the prowl"?
IF I had not subscribed using the Christmas special offer, I would probably NOT have re subscribed as the game no longer seems interested in my dreams and fantasies. It 
seems to pander to a niche of immature "adolescent" men wanting ghetto whore experiences. My overall low rating is because of the direction the game is taking with low 
quality updates (shabby cheap hair, dances, sexploitation poses cheap shabby clothes etc) and the updates removing the better quality sheen and style (black stockings 
eliminated, cum shot transposed to a squeezed liquid joke) SO very very different to my expectations and hopes from when I began to subscribe to 3DX (leaving all my stuff 
in rlc behind) because I liked the cinema quality experience of the Beach and Yacht. I often feel I made a BIG mistake as the game feels more and more like a cheap version 
of the place I walked away from.
Creating sharable outfit files would be cool.
Also hand holding poses
And breast play poses
can you please improve chat features, so we can copy more than one message at a time, and messages can be longer, can edit the size of chat font, and include the complete 
session chat, downloadable.
Also wedding rings, other finger rings & earrings and jewelry, and piercings
3DX is one of the worst gaming softwares I know. SexGameDevil's ignorance on bug complains and not realizing features for which expectations have been raised is not 
only marketing but a clear deception because is makes users re-newing on empty promises.
Not fixing bugs like avatar dislocation, not even to comment on it, proves the company either lazy or incompetent or both.
I came from achat not long ago and this is SO much better! More poses would be nice and actions in poses but its pretty good as is too.
More clothes and more body customization (like making my breasts look more real vs. having implants lol)>

Same comments as above

I'm addicted to this game, so my rating is 4, but would be better with more updates. Well at least monthly : ) - Maybe reducing the cost of the gifts because I send a lot :D

Do away with 3 avi option or do a Global Iggy

I love this place. I can express parts of myself, here, that I cannot easily do in real life.
I feel as if the game is lackin on updates, in the time that this game has been running, there isnt any real progress especially in clothing. i would love to see size sliders for 
height and be able to make my person look more fit. maybe more modern streetwear in fashion and some country outfits like cowboy hats and boots. just more content for 
eople who really enjoy customizing there character too the fullest

Want to walk and hold hands
This is the first game like this I have ever encountered so that take it for what it is worth. Also would love better/easier integration with DJing because sometimes you just 
want to put on a record, you know? It shouldn't have to be this involved thing that requires so much research to figure out.
For the 4th question, both wasn’t an option but I feel like they should add new things then make sure we are stable within the game before adding something else because if 
they keep adding then when they try to fix something, we might end up losing things. It does sound like more work but I feel like it’s the better approach.



Every time that there is a patch, the game becomes not stable
as is never stable as it must be

The game is great, thank you. Please keep politics OUT of the Game! This spoils the escape, no matter what opinion!

Game could be much better

different cock size options would be amazing

Thank you for all your efforts to make this game even better!
Hello, your survey is absolutely useless !! Our requests are never taken into account !! I have now been asking for free access to our photos for several months without 
having to transform them into 3D !!
No manager looks on the forums !!
I gave my link to Guismo .. No answers !!
Tell us what our money is for? to pay you a nice vacation? or to improve the game?
Lack of customization is a weakness in this game. considering how monetized cosmetics can be in online games and how many millions companies are making on them, it is 
mystifying why they are leaving money on the table
Is it possible for developers to sell clothes here? Other games do it.
The word is "independent", and the would be the 'eighth".

The 'Ignored' bug is back with the 429 release. It would be good to solve. I've got ignored by people who i know they never would and can't even tell them so.

Please introduce an animation creator 3dx chat has so much potential but you can run out of content quite quickly and there's little reason to return on a frequent basis.
Compared to RLC 3DX is superior in Graphics, but lacks several features I loved in RLC. 1. Clothing system, this would be the number one feature in my opinion. 2. More 
robust Monetary system, XGOLD is fine but the Utherverse trading system is far superior and would be nice to be able to actually get paid for DJ Gigs. 3. The room ranking 
system is horrible here, why not just rank in order of popularity.
Not all rooms are Music Clubs or Sex Clubs! Should have a more advanced or larger description given for Roleplay rooms.
People should walk down an Alleyway on route to a club...instead of just listing it on screen...would be much better player experience!

i am used to the bugs, so i give a 4.
3DXchat is the Best Chatworld hows give. Im happy to be here. What I miss are sex poses like body kisses (breast, nipples), better physical orgasm animations, jerking his 
cock standing behind the man, lap dance. And also more animations when you sing on a microphone.
Stability first, always, bit i think they have IT much better in controle then some month back. Time to creatie and make this gameworld more attractieve nu adding real new 
things not Just more of the same
I'm a Male player. The sex sounds are ridiculous.
Lemme suck them Titties!!!. Better Male Hairstyles.
Oh , and I want to sit on a Couch like a normal person, not a Goomba.

I'd like to see the ability to test poses while in the editor as well


